Guideline & Traffic Light System

**GREEN**
- Compliance with current hygiene measures
- Keeping time spent at the UAS to the required minimum
- Face masks in all areas except at the desk or in the lecture hall / seminar room

**YELLOW**
- Mixed mode according to course schedule in compliance with hygiene guidelines
- Use of lounge areas subject to social distancing
- Lab operations and teaching in computer rooms with face masks

**HYGIENE**

**TEACHING AND EXAMINATIONS**

**LIBRARY, RENTAL SERVICE, CSC**
- Normal operations
- Duration of stay as short as possible

**ATTENDANCE OF INTERNAL/EXTERNAL EVENTS**
- According to plan

**STAFF MEMBERS**
- Maintain operational safety
- Meetings normal / hybrid as MS Teams meetings
- Presence, telework in coordination with the respective superior

**EXTERNAL ACTIVITIES**
- Necessity of activities to be checked by superior
- Dependent on coronavirus traffic light status at venue
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**HYGIENE**
- Compliance with current hygiene measures
- Keeping time spent at the UAS to the required minimum
- Face masks in all areas

**TEACHING AND EXAMINATIONS**
- Reduction of on-site teaching
- Examinations with increased hygiene measures (social distancing, disinfection)
- No use of lounge areas

**LIBRARY, RENTAL SERVICE, CSC**
- Borrowing/return only with prior appointment
- Duration of stay as short as possible

**ATTENDANCE OF INTERNAL/EXTERNAL EVENTS**
- Cancel or postpone

**STAFF MEMBERS**
- Maintain operational safety
- Meetings online
- Presence, telework in coordination with the respective superior

**EXTERNAL ACTIVITIES**
- Check necessity of activities
- Dependent on coronavirus traffic light status at venue and approval of Executive Board
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**RED** REMOTE MODE ONLY

### HYGIENE
- Compliance with current hygiene measures
- Keeping time spent at the UAS to the required minimum
- Face masks in **all** areas

### TEACHING AND EXAMINATIONS
- Online only

### LIBRARY, RENTAL SERVICE, CSC
- Only via handover room

### ATTENDANCE OF INTERNAL/EXTERNAL EVENTS
- Cancel or postpone

### STAFF MEMBERS
- Physical attendance: only persons with key functions

### EXTERNAL ACTIVITIES
- Cancel or postpone